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Prevas opening office in Örebro/Sweden
Prevas continues its expansion by opening an office in Örebro/Sweden. Prevas' presence
in an important region has been reinforced by the expansion together with its offices in
Västerås, Karlskoga and Karlstad. The office will open on October 1.
The growing trend of installing embedded systems in industrial and commercial products continues to be
strong, and demand for smart manufacturing-related IT-solutions is increasing. In addition, the majority of
all industries are undergoing, or will undergo, extreme changes as a result of increased globalization and a
social business revolution. Demand for strategic advice in the Örebro region is great.
"Our vision is to create the right conditions for a balanced business with consultants working from our
premises or at customer facilities. Örebro is an interesting and expansive region. Traditional large-scale
industry, high-tech research and advanced service production are all represented thanks to Örebro's close
proximity to Karlskoga. Prevas' extensive experience in running successful development projects within IT
and embedded systems fits into the region very well, and provides a stable and secure future-proof
platform for both customers and employees," says Tony Jansson, Business Unit Manager at Prevas.
With his 10 years of experience in the industry, Tony Jansson will be in charge of setting up the office and
recruiting employees. Jansson comes from DataRespons where he served as regional manager and
consultant manager, as well as sales manager for products, services and projects.
"Our new focus on industry-oriented management consulting complements our traditional technical
consulting with business-driven development. With industry focus on e.g. energy, industrial companies and
the public sector, we hope to challenge the region with industry-oriented strategic innovation and
intellectually challenging business strategies rather than general solutions from a bygone time," says Per
Melin, who is responsible for the Management Consulting business area.
"We recognize great expansion opportunities in the region. We acquired Zetiq Development in Karlskoga in
April. The company has very extensive and sound expertise within electronics development, and has
access to both an electronics laboratory and a climate chamber. Our new office in Örebro will primarily be
staffed by on site recruitment, and the expansion is planned to include 15 new employees within a 12month period," says Mats Lundberg, CEO at Prevas.
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About Prevas
With cutting edge expertise in embedded systems and industrial IT, Prevas contributes by providing innovative
solutions that create growth. Prevas was founded in 1985, and the company is the main supplier and development
partner to leading companies in industries such as life science, telecommunications, vehicle, defense, energy and
engineering. Offices are located in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and India. The company has approximately 600
employees. Prevas has been listed on the NASDAQ OMX Nordic Exchange in Stockholm since 1998. For more
information, see www.prevas.com.

